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Statement by Kr, James p, Grant

~’xecutive Director of the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)

to the

Economic and Social Council of the United Nations

Geneva - 4 July 1990

Mr. President,
distinguished delegates:

I am most pleased to participate in the deliberations of the Economic and
Social Council as you focus the annual discussion of global economic issues on
the well chosen and timely issue of mobilization of resource

●
flows for

development.

As several speakers in this session have noted, and as much of the
documentation be~ore this Council illustrates, we meet at a volatile moment in
history. After prolonged economic difficulties we have begun to see signs of

potential for positive change. Brilliant progress has been achieved in the

political arena, and signs are emerging of new commitments to search for
solutions to our economic problems. Our discussions in this fora, for
example, on the need to address the mobilization of resources for development,
illustrate that search for new commitments.

I need not dwell upon the difficulties faced by most developing. countries

and the obstacles now before many developed countries. Among the docoments
before you, the “World Ecnnomic Survey” produced by the United Nations
Department of Economic and Social Affairs (DIESA) presents an excellent
treatment of the topics at hand. In fact, we in UNICEF continue to benefit
from the consistently improving analytical strength of DIESA and from our
growing 1inks with them.

As the Survey points out, developing countries have seen a crippling,
negative net transfer of financial resources - a staggering increase to US$32
billinn last year, and a total nf US$121 billion between 1984 and 1989. The
first result in the well-acknowledged chain-reaction is usually illustrated by
gross national prnduct (GNP) figures. As the Survey points out, in the 1980s
per capita GNP declined 30 per cent in Africa, 15 per cent in Latin America

o

and 61 per cent in West Asia. Some countries have ,~de progress - the Survey
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6 lists 26 which have experienced increases in real per capita income in the
1980s . I need not belabour the fact that the Survey also lists 59 countries
which have retrogressed in per capita GNP in the decade we have left behind,

and of these a staggering 20 had per capita incomes which declined greater
than 35 per cent.

As _we have now all come to recognize, however,, the balance sheet only

begins ‘with a GNP accounting. This point was reiterated in the excellent
Human Development Report recently released by ONDP. International economic
matters obviously have a significant affect in human terms, as well, such as
on the health and well-being of the world’s children. I would like to examine
with you today some insights which arise fram ONICEF’ s particular vantage of

concern for this vulnerable group.

As we saw repeatedly and all-too convincingly during the 1980s, it is

often the poor, and tbe most vulnerable among the poor – especially women and
children - who bear the heaviest burden of suffering during times of economic
constraint. Sub-Saharan Africa experienced an unprecedented fall from 80 to
75 per cent in gross primary school enrollment between 1980 and 1987, and
dollar resources to education fell by 50 per cent. With education playing
such a crucial role in the lives of children - and in the future of societies

the impact of these broad-reaching social and economic influences carries
devastating potential, and similar set-backs have been experienced in other
social sectors.

● Mr. President, several times in this chamber I have addressed the issue of
“adjustment with a human face”. I know that many members of this Council are

aware of and share the concerns of UNICEF that human needs be guarded - not
disproportion’atel,yweakened - during the structural adjustment process. I
believe we are all aware that this work signals an innovative approach to
economic problems of today, and I will not go into greater detail at this
session, other than to note that this increasingly broadly accepted concept of
“adjustment with a human face” is still widely violated in practice.

Mutually reinforcing efforts for children
. .

Fortunately, despite economic hardships of the 1980s, advances in certain
focused child health areas have triggered positive action in a number of
arenas far beyond the scope of the health field. Momentum has gathered at a
rapidly increasing pace in recent years on a number of child-related issues,
to the point at which the potential exists to usher in major progress for

children of the world. Today, a critical juncture has been reached. A
dynsmic synergism is accelerating progress on child-related issues at a rate
that would simply not be possible for any one issue alone.

My purposes today are: .to share with you a

have been successful; to urge you forward
consolidate this progress; and hopefully, to
successes for application into a wider field of

few efforts which we believe to
in an all-out commitment to
draw some lessons from these
action.
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,,, f’roKress in child survival and development

Mr. President, it has been progress in child survival and development

(CSD) activities, and especially the massive effort and success toward
achieving universal child immunization (UCI) against the six main
child-~ lling diseases by the end of 1990, which has given the confidence and
credibility for nations and the international community to take other bold
actions on behalf of children, some 40,000 of whom still die every day, a
majority from causes readily preventable at low financial and political cost.
I am pleased to report to this council that, on the UCI front, coverage at the
end of 1989 reached 71 per cent globally - a major achievement in itelf,

= considering that only some 20 per cent of the world’s children were immunized
at the beeinnine of the decade. before acceleration efforts beean. If we can--
msintain the current momentum (and take ful1 advantage

World Summit for Children), immunization coverage will
globally by the end of 1990 - an achievement which will
million infant and child deaths annually. .

-_
of the forthcoming
reach 80 per cent
prevent more than 3

,,. The Convention on the Rights of the Child

Mr. President, the unanimous and timely adoption of the Convention on the

Rights of the Child on 20 November 1989 - the 30th anniversary of the

●
Declaration of the Rights of the Child, and progress toward its ratification
and implementation, are major steps forward for humankind. I am convinced
that the involvement and keen interest of the expanded alliance for children
gathered through CSD activities played a significant role in making this
advance POSsib1~..

,,, Education for all

Likewise, attention to children’s issues stimulated by support for the
Convention as well as confidence won through progress on UCI contributed
greatly to the tremendous creativity required to convene, on less than two
years notice, the World Conference on Education for All, held in Jomtien,

Thailand in March, and the largest conference ever convened on basic

education. I am pleased to report to this Council that the Conference, in
which most of the governments represented in this chamber participated,
galvanized a new commitment to basic education. The activities and outcome of
the Conference will hsve far-reaching consequences in a field with which, I
know, the Economic and Social Council is seized.

Especially significant at Jomtien was the strong and widespread commitment
to universal primary education by the year 2000 - to achieving a minimum level
of learning for the great majority of children in literacy, numeracy and basic
life skills - with the clear understanding that Levels of achievement, rather
than enrollment figures, must be used as assessment criteria. I might note
that the new level of global commitment to basic education for all is vividly

● reflected in greatly increased allocations proposed for education in the
coming years and a new partnership by the four principal sponsors: the UNDP,
UNEsco, UNICEF and the World Bank. For our part, UNICEF plans to increase

funding from 7 per cent of progrannne expenditure in 1989 to 15 per cent by
1993, and to 25 per cent by the year 2000.
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Advances in all of these areas: child health through CSD activities, the
Convention, and basic education have contributed greatly to progress toward
the World Summit for Children. The Summit is in turn now having an
accelerating effect on both the ratification and implementation of the

Convention and on CSD activities, especially UCI, as the leaders of many of
your countries focus on the nktion’s accomplishments in these arenas in
preparation for their own participation at the historic gathering.

Mr. President, the World Summit for Children, called on the initiative of
= the heads of state or government of six countries - Canada, Egypt, ‘ Mali,
Mexico, Pakis tan and Sweden - will be held at UN headquarters in New York on
29 and 30 September. It will mark the first time that leaders from around the
globe - East, West, South and North - have met for a single common purpose,
i.e., to try to resolve some of the universal problems that children encounter
in surviving and developing into adulthood. Representatives of heads of state

or government of 30 countries are now heavily involved in preparations for the
World Summit as its Planning Committee, and leaders from 150 countries have
been invited. With msny leaders actively considering their participation,
nearly 50 heads of state and government have already indicated their
intentions to participate. The overall aim of the World Summit is to put
children high and firmly on the agenda of the 1990s, giving them priority - a
“first call” - on the world’s resources in good times or bad, war or peace for
the essentials of child survival ~ protection and development.

‘*, ,., Goals for children for the 1990s

In fact, as preparations for the Summit and its follow-up progress, it is
becoming clear that it is the impetus which the Summit will give to action on
behalf of children which now brings within human reach the goals and
strategies for children in the 1990s which I discussed with this Council in
1989 (and which gained their initial momentum from the CSDR). The goals (list
attached ), which are the result of an extraordinarily extensive consultative
process, establish priorities among what is do-able for children. While each

one is deemed feasible by itself, I personally doubt that they could all be
achieved in the 1990s without a unique acceleration of political will. The
World Summit offers promise of just such a catalyst. The import of this
synergistic interaction of efforts is reflected in the projection that, if the
goals are realized, the health of hundreds of millions of children will be
improved and the lives of some 50 million children will be saved during this—. —
decade.

Achieving these goals will also bode well for the environment, a point
especially worth noting in this year when UNEP’s annual State of the
Environment report is dedicated to the interaction of children and the

environment. While overpopulation is often regarded as & root cause of many
of the world’s environmental problems, the historical pattern of demographic

● change in all nations shows that a sustained decline in birth rates will not
be achieved without a sustained decline in child deaths. This is not
surprising since most families, before sharply reducing their number of
births, must be confident in the survival and health of their first-born
children. Progrannnes to reduce infant and child mortality, coupled with
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* family planning progranunes,will contribute to population stabilization sooner
and at lower levels than either type of activitiy alone. We see this
demonstrated in all areas of the world. For example, if all of South Asia
last year had had the low child death and birth rates of Sri Lanka, 4.5
million fewer children would have died and 15 million fewer children would
have been born.

-L-

Goals and strategies - the international conununity

Mr. President,

●

The practical and successful experience that UNICEF has had in defining
goals and strategies for children for the 1990s gives us conviction that, in
broader development arenas, a clear, ambitious international consensus on
goals and strategies for the 1990s will help ensure the effective and

concerted use of international resources. In the same vein, these goals and
strategies will play an invaluable role in creating the climate of confidence
and connnnn commitment that is essential if resources are to be mobilized. The
difficulties of the 1980s and the need to mobilize new financial re~ources for
the 1990s are well recognized. At the same time, we must also acknowledge
that the focus on increased financial resources is closely, and positively,
linked to a renewal of international commitment to common goals and
strategies. The World Summit next 29-30 September ia designed to do just that
for the children of the world.

Mobilizing the UNsystem for the 1990s...:..
If our efforts to develop and help implement international goals and

strategies are to be effective, they must closely reflect and help support
clearly defined national goals and strategies. In too many countries the
adjustments and crises of the 1980s have deeply undermined national capacity
to address long term development objectives. The UN system holds the
potential of playing a vital role in assisting governments to restore their
capacities to define and achieve goals and strategies for the 1990s. To make
use of this potential, however, we must mobilize the entire OW sys~em – in a

concerted and effective manner. For this effort, perhaps the most important
resource available to the OW system is its operational activities. The
financial resources are an obvious asset - but even more importantly, the UN
system’s operational activities are Largely country based and carried out by
country offices working day by day alongside national governments. In recent
years important new approaches for the UN system have emerged, as exemplified
by General Assembly Resolution 44/211 and the new agreements reached in the
ACC Committee on Operational Activities (CCSQ/OPS).

Aa this year’s report of the Director-General on Operational Activities
summarises in a clear and incisive manner, both the General Assembly and the
UN system have placed renewed importance on, first, helping governments

●
develop their goals and strategies, and ~ subsequently structuring the
content and mechanisms for UN assistance around these goals and strategies.
This philosophy is at the heart of what is called a “programme” approach. It
will require from the organizations of the UN system, clear Indicators of
their programme objectives, along with well-clefined impact indicators which
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e can be monitored. It will also require from the UW system a new degree of
flexibility. For example, external technical assistance, capital assistance
and local or recurrent costs need to be considered in the same framework, and
external assistance should be able to be directed towards the form of
assistance that is most cost effective to the country at that time. I
recognize the understandable institutional barriers and concerns related to
such f+xibility. I believe these concerns can be met, and hope that
governments and international organizations will work together to implement
the provisions that GA Resolution 44/211 have laid out.

To meet these challenges, the UN system has made considerable progress in
developing new and innovative ways of supporting more concerted inter-agency

=efforts. The ACC committee on operational activities (chaired by UWICEF’s
Deputy Executive Director for Programmed ) has undertaken the first major
overhaul 0f the Resident Coordinator systern since this system Was
established. First, the ACC has embarked upon a common programme of training
and policy development for the Resident Coordinators and senior field staff of
the other UW organizations. This would -complement the decisions reached to
strengthen the selection process for Resident Coordinators and the development
of a UW system handbook.

I believe it is particularly important that the ACC has also reached
agreements for a more intensified and structured process of collaboration
among the UN organizations at the country level, in support of the national

●
government’s goals and objectives. More regular cross-participation in each
others” progranune processes, common elements in the analytical stages of
progrsmme preparation, broader and more active support to Round Table and
Consultative ~Group mechanisms, and the harmonization of programme cycles
around the gbve>%nent’s own planning cycle are all important mechanisms for
strengthening collaborative efforts.

Most importantly, we have now come to realize that there are vital,
important alternatives to viewing interagency collaboration as an
administrative exercise, one that too often puts forward the lowest common
denominator among UW organizations, and without reference to adapting to
national needs. Through GA Resolution 44/211 and through the work of the ACC,
UN bodies have agreed to organize our collaborative efforts so that -supporting
a national government’s priority objectives serve as the basis’ for interagency
collaboration. We have agreed to approach that collaboration in a way that
builds upon the positive differences in mandates and progrtumne processes among
DN organizations. These fundamental principles have been clearly and
commendably developed in the Director-General’s report. As I hope I have made
clear, I believe these new approaches are far more important than simply the
establishment of more effective mechanisms, important as that is. They shift
the focus of large parts of the UW system resources to helping to define and
mobilize common action on the priority challenges of the 1990s.

While the General Assembly has set clear, long term directions, and while
the ACC has developed a number of complementary approaches, the long and
difficult task of achieving

o

these objectives remains before us. We will
continue to need the guidance and direction of this Committee - and I hope
that this year’s discussion in the Third Committee will continue the current
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benefitted from
can continue to

the leadership of the
count on ONICEF’s full

Mr. President,

This.session of the ECOSOC occurs at a crucial moment in the historv of
develop~ent, and surely at a crucial moment for the children of the w~rld.
The beginning of the last decade of the 20th century is not only a great
symbolic moment, inviting a dramatic last chance to crystallize the legacy of
our century to the next. It is in reality a time of phenomenal change and
opportunity. In any century, only twice or thrice does the possibility of

= fundamental and essential improvement in our global situation lie close at
hand. Now is such a time. Whereas often great opportunities must be
painfully won from the anguish of war or drastic economic depression, the
dynsmism of this moment ,.inhistory is born against a background of relative
peace.

The challenge for governments, through the intermtional body charged with
economic and social affairs, is how to seize the opportunities of this open
moment in history to advance development goals . The theme of this session of
the ECOSOC, “mobilizing financial flows for development”, with, of course,
primary emphasis placed on the human dimensions of development, is perhaps the
great key to designing into the international development strategy for the

●
Fourth Development Decade, a new level of effectiveness for global
cooperation. The international community looks to the deliberations of this
Council for a major contribution in this domain.

>

-.
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. . ‘.TheU.N. Conventionon theFtf@teoftheChildembodies themnat comprehensivelistingofgnaleforthewell-being

ofcl@ren. FallimplementationoftheConventionisthe ultimataehjectiveof prngrammes for children and development.
Tl@following goals, derived through a prnceea of extensive intemationef consultation, are eesential means h achieve that

&d “ ateobjective.

1. Melor Goale for Child Survival, Development
and Projection

- Setween 1990 and tbe year 2000,redudionof infantand
under6tid rnortaliwrateinallcoantrienbyone-thfrdorta
60and70per10QQlivebirtbsrespatively,whicheverisless.

- Setween1990and&e year20fHJ,reductionofmaternalmor-
talityratebyhnff.

- Setween1990and theyear2000,reductionofeevw’eand
umdemte malnutritione.nmngundar-6&if&n byhalf.

- Urdv&af accesstosafe&inkingwaterandtomaitarymeans
of-ta diapod.

– Bytheyearmoo,UniVer’lral_ tnbasiceducationandrnm-
pk?tionOfp- edur@iOnbyti@ 80% ofprimaryncbml
agedlifdrem

- Sedurtionoftbetit illiteracyrate(theappropriate~
gmtlptoh *tetied ineachnmntry)toatleasthalfits
1990levelwithemphasison femaleliteracy.

- bnprovedprotectionoftidren inespeciallydiificultthrum
stances.

RIL pportln@actoral Goala

1. W-n’. Ed and.lf+doJs

– Special attentionta tbe henltb and nutritionof the female
&iId, and Pr’qnentand Iactat@ WOIJEIL

- Axe- by all muplea ta information and services to prevent
p~s wbi~ = ~ ~Y. @ Cl=ly m-a ~ ~~ Or
tAOmany.

– A by all pregnant wnnmn @pren&tal mm, trained atten-
dants during child M& and referral facilities for high risk
pregnanciesand obstetricem~ties.

- Univemaf-s0 to plimaly education With speciaf empbasia
for girfs, and amaleratd literacy progranmms for women.

2. Nubitfnn

IMactiOn in severe W welf es nmderate malnutrition among
Under-s Cbifdrenby haifof 1s90 levels.

- Redution Ofthe rate of fow bti weight (2.5kgorless)talean
tbrm10%.

- Redu&ionofirondeficiencyanaemieinwomen byone-thirdof
m led.%

*.. .
alefunmetmnofiodinedeficiencydimrden.

– Viial elinhatm“no fvitrmlmA deficiencyand its m-
quenres,incfudingbIin&ess.

- Empowermentof elf wnmen to exclusively bmaubfeed their
child for four to six mnntha and to continue breasbfeeding
with mmplementary fmd well into the semnd year.

- Gmwtb pmrmtion and h regular nmaitoring ta be institu.
tionalined in alf muntriea by the end of the 19906.

-. kaeminetien of knowledge and supporting services to in

_ fmd production to ensure household fond -rity.

.9. curd Health

– Glnlmleredirationof paliamyelitis by the yeru 2000.

. .
Shmmation of nmnat.d tetanus by 1996.

- Eeductkn by 96 peromt in measfea death and =duction b]
SO per cant of measles rases mmpamd te pre-immuainatim
kveh by 1996, m a rmjor tip to the global eradication o
meesles iethelengermm

– Maintenanmof a bigb level of immunisatien cnvwage (at leas
S6% nf rhildnm under one year of age) against diphtheria

- -% ~~ me=+s. poliomyelitis, tuf.u3rcultis UIM
against tetanus for wnmen of child FreAng ~.

-Seduction by60per omtinthedeatbs duetodiarrhomi,
cbifdren under the age of five yearw and 25 per rant reductior
iathediarrhoeaincidencarate.

– Redurtion by one-third in tbe deatba due to acute respimtq

infectionsin cbifdrenunder fiveyearn.

4. Water and S~

- Universal acmsnto safe driakiq water.

- Universafarcemto sanitarymeans of excreta dispaaf.

. .
Shmmation of guinea.worm disea6e (dmmnculknis) by tlx

year m.

s. Lfo& Eiikleatfnn

- f%r-iyl of ~Y MM denlopmeti activitiesincludinf
aPPWna* bW_COd ftiy and.~umumity based intarven
tierm

- Univemaf amessto bedc education.end ~mmt of pri
UWY ~retim by at leastW per cantof primaryschoolas
cbifdrenthmu@ formal scbmling or mn-formnf education 0.
comparable learning standmd, with emphasis on reducing thi
current disparities betweea boys and girls.

- Seduction of tbe aduit ilhracy mite (the appmpriata agf
gmrr~~--ineti-hy) taatlealrt halfit:
1991 level, with emphasis on female fiteracy.

- ~ qukitin by individuals and families of & ICIK,W.I.
edge, skills and values required for better fiving, made avaif-
ebletbreugb ailedumtinnel chaanela, includiagthemnst
mdia. other forms of medem and traditional m ‘ tion.
and axiaf action, with effectiveness m?e.mred in terms of be.

hav%und (hange.

S. Chffdrwr in Df@uff Cfmrmutoncee

- provide impmved pmt.ectionof &if&n in especially difiimlt
cirramstancm aad tackle tbe root causes fending to such sita-
atioml.



Saving children’s lives in the 1990s
(Under-5 mortality rate = U5MR)
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Between 1990 and the year 2000, reduction of
under-5 mortality rate in all countries by one-third
or to 70 per 1,000 live births, whichever is less
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